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AB 1001 C. Garcia [D] Amends the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) to 1) require 

mitigation to compensate for adverse air or water quality impacts in a 

disadvantaged community (DAC) to mitigate those impacts directly in the 

affected community and 2) require all public agencies implementing CEQA 

to give consideration to the principles of environmental justice by ensuring 

the fair treatment and meaningful involvement of people of all races, 

cultures, incomes, and national origins.

Currently in the Senate 

waiting to be assigned to 

committees

Watch Legislative and Regulatory 

Policies: Air Quality - 

Support measures that 

maintain and enhance local 

decision-making authority, 

where appropriate, in the 

development and 

implementation of air quality 

attainment strategies.

ACC-OC - NYC

LOCC - Watch

CASA - Concerns

CSDA - Oppose

ACWA - Oppose

AB 1240 Ting [D] Requires the Air Resources Board (ARB) to prepare an updated report on 

specified issues related to indoor air quality. Requires ARB, on or before 

January 1, 2025, to submit to the Legislature an addendum updating its prior 

indoor air quality report. Requires ARB to consider updates on potential 

health effects from ozone-emitting consumer products, natural gas sources, 

and per- and poly-flouroalkyl substances (PFAS).

Currently in the Senate 

waiting to be assigned to 

committees

Watch Legislative and Regulatory 

Policies: Air Quality - 

Support measures that 

maintain and enhance local 

decision-making authority, 

where appropriate, in the 

development and 

implementation of air quality 

attainment strategies.

ACC-OC - NYC

LOCC - Watch

CASA - NYC

CSDA - NYC

ACWA - NYC

AB 1724 Stone [D] urgent law, to protect public health and water quality, regulates a broad 

range of consumer products and processes, including water softeners, water 

treatment devices, and backflow prevention devices, among others. This bill 

would require, on or before January 1, 2024, that all washing machines sold 

as new in California contain a microfiber filtration system. The bill would also 

require all state-owned washing machines to contain a microfiber filtration 

system.

Referred to the Assembly 

Environmental Safety and 

Toxic Materials 

Committee

Watch State Priorities: Support 

legislation or regulations that 

restrict the use of 

microplastics and chemicals 

of emerging concern in any 

product that is disposed of 

through the sewer system.

ACC-OC - NYC

LOCC - Watch

CASA - NYC

CSDA - NYC

ACWA - Watch

AB 1774 Seyarto [R] This bill would require the Judicial Council to adopt rules of court applicable 

to actions or proceedings brought to attack, review, set aside, void, or annul 

the certification or adoption of an environmental impact report for water 

conveyance or storage projects, or the granting of project approvals, 

including any appeals to the court of appeal or the Supreme Court, to be 

resolved, to the extent feasible, within 270 days of the filing of the certified 

record of proceedings with the court to an action or proceeding seeking 

judicial review of the lead agency’s action related to those projects.

Referred to the Assembly 

Natural Resources 

Committee

Watch Legislative and Regulatory 

Policies: Special Districts - 

Oppose further state 

regulations that adversely 

impact special district 

financing, operations, and 

administration.

ACC-OC - NYC

LOCC - Watch

CASA - NYC

CSDA - Watch

ACWA - Watch

AB 1817 Ting [D] Would prohibit, beginning January 1, 2024, any person from distributing, 

selling, or offering for sale in the state any textile articles that contain 

regulated PFAS, and requires a manufacturer to use the least toxic 

alternative when replacing regulated PFAS in textile articles to comply with 

these provisions.

Referred to the Assembly 

Environmental Safety and 

Toxic Materials 

Committee

Watch State Priorities: Monitor 

state legislation as well as 

State Water Resources 

Control Board (SWRCB) 

regulatory activity related to 

PFAS.

ACC-OC - NYC

LOCC - Watch

CASA - NYC

CSDA - NYC

ACWA - Favor
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AB 1985 Rivas [D] Current law requires the Department of Resources Recycling and Recovery 

(CalRecycle), in consultation with the state board, to adopt regulations to 

achieve these organic waste reduction goals, including a requirement 

intended to meet the goal that not less than 20% of edible food that is 

currently disposed of be recovered for human consumption by 2025. This bill 

would require CalRecycle to compile and maintain on its internet website a 

list, organized by ZIP Code, of information regarding persons or entities that 

produce and have available state organic waste products and update the list 

at least every 6 months.

Referred to the Assembly 

Natural Resources 

Committee

Watch Legislative and Regulatory 

Policies: Biosolids, 

Organics, and Biogas -

Support compost associations 

and local cities and agencies 

in education, market 

expansion activities, and 

meeting mandates to buy-

back compost and other 

organics diverted from landfill

ACC-OC - NYC

LOCC - NYC

CASA - NYC

CSDA - NYC

ACWA - NYC

AB 2026 Friedman [D] Would prohibit an online retailer that sells or offers for sale and ships 

purchased products in or into the state from using single-use plastic 

packaging that consists of shipping envelopes, cushioning, or void fill to 

package or transport the products, on and after January 1, 2024, for large 

online retailers, as defined, and on and after January 1, 2026, for small 

online retailers, as defined. The bill would prohibit a manufacturer, retailer, 

producer, or other distributor that sells or offers for sale and ships purchased 

products in or into the state from using expanded or extruded polystyrene 

packaging to package or transport the products, except as provided.

Introduced Watch State Priorities: Support 

legislation or regulations that 

restrict the use of 

microplastics and chemicals 

of emerging concern in any 

product that is disposed of 

through the sewer system.

ACC-OC - NYC

LOCC - Watch

CASA - NYC

CSDA - NYC

ACWA - NYC

AB 2157 Rubio [D] SPOT BILL - This bill is a temporary spot bill dealing with indoor residential 

water use standards

Introduced Watch Legislative and Regulatory 

Policies: Water Quality and 

Supply - Support legislation 

and regulation that promote 

improved water use efficiency 

through state assistance in 

evaluating and implementing 

new programs and 

technologies and increasing 

public awareness of water 

use efficiency.

ACC-OC - NYC

LOCC - Watch

CASA - NYC

CSDA - NYC

ACWA - NYC

AB 2247 Bloom [D] This bill would require the Department of Toxic Substances Control to work 

with the Interstate Chemicals Clearinghouse to establish, on or before 

January 1, 2024, a publicly accessible reporting platform to collect 

information about PFAS and products or product components containing 

regulated PFAS, as defined, being sold, offered for sale, distributed, or 

offered for promotional purposes in, or imported into, the state. This bill 

would require a manufacturer to provide, within 30 days, a certificate 

attesting that the manufacturer’s PFAS or product or product component 

containing PFAS complies with certain requirements. The bill would subject 

a manufacturer who violates this requirement to civil penalties not to exceed 

$2,500 per day, up to a maximum of $100,000 for each violation.

Introduced Watch State Priorities: Monitor 

state legislation as well as 

State Water Resources 

Control Board (SWRCB) 

regulatory activity related to 

PFAS.

ACC-OC - NYC

LOCC - Watch

CASA - NYC

CSDA - NYC

ACWA - NYC
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SB 45 Portantino [D] This bill directs CalRecycle to, in consultation with ARB, to provide 

assistance to local jurisdictions, including, but not limited to, any funding 

appropriated by the Legislature in the annual Budget, to help them comply 

with SB 1383 regulations.

Currently in the Assembly 

waiting to be assigned to 

committees

Watch Legislative and Regulatory 

Policies: Biosolids, 

Organics, and Biogas -

Support compost associations 

and local cities and agencies 

in education, market 

expansion activities, and 

meeting mandates to buy-

back compost and other 

organics diverted from landfill

ACC-OC - NYC

LOCC - Watch

CASA - NYC

CSDA - Support if 

amended

ACWA - NYC

SB 54 Allen [D] This bill would establish the Plastic Pollution Producer Responsibility Act, 

which would prohibit producers of single-use, disposable packaging or 

single-use, disposable food service ware products from offering for sale, 

selling, distributing, or importing in or into the state such packaging or 

products that are manufactured on or after January 1, 2032, unless they are 

recyclable or compostable.

Currently in the Assembly 

waiting to be assigned to 

committees

Watch State Priorities: Support 

legislation or regulations that 

restrict the use of 

microplastics in any product 

that is disposed of through 

the sewer system.

ACC-OC - NYC

LOCC - Support in 

Concept

CASA - NYC

CSDA - Watch

ACWA - NYC

SB 230 Portantino [D] Would require the State Water Resources Control Board to establish, 

maintain, and direct an ongoing, dedicated program called the Constituents 

of Emerging Concern Program to assess the state of information and 

recommend areas for further study on, among other things, the occurrence 

of constituents of emerging concern (CEC) in drinking water sources and 

treated drinking water. The bill would require the state board to convene, by 

an unspecified date, the Science Advisory Panel to review and provide 

recommendations to the state board on CEC for further action, among other 

duties. The bill would require the state board to provide an annual report to 

the Legislature on the ongoing work conducted by the panel.

Currently in the Assembly 

waiting to be assigned to 

committees

Watch State Priorities: Monitor 

state legislation as well as 

State Water Resources 

Control Board (SWRCB) 

regulatory activity related to 

PFAS.

ACC-OC - NYC

LOCC - Watch

CASA - Watch

CSDA - Support

ACWA - Favor

SB 891 Hertzberg [D] SPOT BILL - This bill is a temporary spot bill dealing with stormwater 

discharge compliance and permits 

Introduced Watch Legislative and Regulatory 

Policies: Special Districts - 

Oppose further state 

regulations that adversely 

impact special district 

financing, operations, and 

administration.

ACC-OC - NYC

LOCC - Watch

CASA - NYC

CSDA - NYC

ACWA - NYC

SB 892 Hurtado [D] Would require the Office of Emergency Services (CalOES) to develop, 

propose, and adopt reporting requirements applicable to companies and 

cooperatives in the food and agriculture industry if they identify a significant 

and verified cyber threat or active cyberattack. The bill would require a water 

and wastewater systems sector entity serving more than 3,300 people to 

report their risk assessments and emergency response plan required by the 

America’s Water Infrastructure Act of 2018 to the California Cybersecurity 

Integration Center, the Department of Water Resources, and the State 

Water Resources Control Board.

Referred to the Senate 

Governmental 

Organization Committee

Watch Legislative and Regulatory 

Policies: Security - Support 

funding for the hardening of 

essential regional facilities 

such as water recycling and 

sewer collection and recycling 

sites.

ACC-OC - NYC

LOCC - Watch

CASA - NYC

CSDA - Oppose 

Unless Amended

ACWA - NYC
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SB 991 Newman [D] This bill, until January 1, 2033, authorizes local agencies, defined as any 

city, county, city and county, or special district authorized by law to provide 

for the production, storage, supply, treatment, or distribution of any water 

from any source, to use the progressive design-build process for public 

works projects in excess of $5,000,000, similar to the progressive design-

build process authorized for use by the Director of General Services. The bill 

would require specified information to be verified under penalty of perjury.

Introduced Watch Legislative and Regulatory 

Policies: Special Districts - 

Oppose further state 

regulations that adversely 

impact special district 

financing, operations, and 

administration.

ACC-OC - NYC

LOCC - Watch

CASA - NYC

CSDA - NYC

ACWA - NYC

SB 1059 Becker [D] The Water Recycling in Landscaping Act requires a recycled water 

producer, as defined, if the recycled water producer determines that within 

10 years they will provide recycled water that meets specified conditions 

within the boundaries of a local agency, to notify the local agency of that fact 

and other specified information.This bill would instead require a recycled 

water producer to provide that notification if they determine that within 8 

years they will provide recycled water that meets specified conditions within 

the boundaries of a local agency.

Introduced Watch Legislative and Regulatory 

Policies: Special Districts - 

Oppose further state 

regulations that adversely 

impact special district 

financing, operations, and 

administration.

ACC-OC - NYC

LOCC - Watch

CASA - NYC

CSDA - NYC

ACWA - NYC

SB 1157 Hertzberg [D] Existing law, until January 1, 2025, establishes 55 gallons per capita daily as 

the standard for indoor residential water use. Existing law establishes, 

beginning January 1, 2025, the greater of 52.5 gallons per capita daily or a 

standard recommended by the department and the board as the standard 

for indoor residential water use, and beginning January 1, 2030, establishes 

the greater of 50 gallons per capita daily or a standard recommended by the 

department and the board as the standard for indoor residential water use. 

The bill would instead require that from January 1, 2025, to January 1, 2030, 

the standard for indoor residential water use be 47 gallons per capita daily 

and beginning January 1, 2030, the standard be 42 gallons per capita daily.

Introduced Watch Legislative and Regulatory 

Policies: Water Quality and 

Supply - Support legislation 

and regulation that promote 

improved water use efficiency 

through state assistance in 

evaluating and implementing 

new programs and 

technologies and increasing 

public awareness of water 

use efficiency.

ACC-OC - NYC

LOCC - Watch

CASA - NYC

CSDA - NYC

ACWA - NYC

Legend:
ACC-OC - Association of California Cities, Orange County

LOCC - League of California Cities

NYC - Not Yet Considered

CASA - California Association of Sanitation Agencies

ACWA - Association of California Water Agencies                                                                                                                                      

CSDA - California Special Districts Association


